BUGS, BUGS
(Tune: Skidamarink)

Bugs, bugs, I love bugs,
Yes, I do,
Bugs, bugs, I love bugs,
They’re my friends, too,
I love them when they’re crawling and when they’re hopping, too,
I love them when they’re creeping and flying, yes, it’s true,
Oh, bugs, bugs, I love bugs,
Yes, I do.

Bugs, bugs, I love bugs,
Yes, I do,
Bugs, bugs, I love bugs,
They’re my friends, too,
I love them when they’re buzzing, and when they’re chirping, too,
I love them when they’re humming, and quiet, yes, it’s true,
Oh, bugs, bugs, I love bugs,
Yes, I do.

LADYBUGS

Ladybugs are beetles with spots on their backs,
They are different colors, but I like red and black.
They crawl around the flowers and on the leaves of trees,
They fly up into the air and sometimes land on me.

REPEAT WITH DESCANT

DESCANT
Ladybugs, ladybugs,
Ladybugs, ladybugs,
Ladybugs, ladybugs,
Ladybugs, ladybugs.
SHOO, FLY
(Tune: Shoo, Fly)

CHORUS
Shoo, fly, don’t bother me,
Shoo, fly, don’t bother me,
Shoo, fly, don’t bother me,
Please, oh, please don’t bother me.

VERSE
The little fly is buzzing,
He’s buzzing all around,
And then he stops to take a walk,
Look! He’s upside down!

REPEAT CHORUS

GRASSHOPPER
(Tune: Battle Hymn)

The green grasshopper has strong legs for jumping high and far,
Oh, the green grasshopper has strong legs for jumping high and far,
The green grasshopper has strong legs for jumping high and far,
And he jumps until he finds some food.

REPEAT

SPIN, SPIDER, SPIN

Spin, spider, spin, spin your spider web,
Spin, spider, spin, spin your spider web.
You wait, then ZAP, a bug flies in the trap,
Spin, spider, spin, spin your spider web.

REPEAT
HONEYBEE

Honeybee, honeybee, where do you fly?
I fly to find nectar to take to the hive,
Honeybee, honeybee, what will you do?
I’ll make some sweet honey for me and for you.

REPEAT

ANTS
(Tune: Ants Go Marching)

The ants all live together in a colony,
The ants all live together in a colony,
The ants all live together, the workers, males, and queen,
And they all do their jobs because they are a team.

REPEAT

DRAGONFLIES

Dragonflies flying, dragonflies flying,
Flying on four pretty wings,
Shimmering, glimmering, shimmering, glimmering,
They are such beautiful things,
Zipping and zooming, then hovering,
Twisting and turning, then hovering,
Dragonflies flying, dragonflies flying,
Flying on four pretty wings.

REPEAT LAST FOUR LINES

CRICKET

Cri-cri-cri-cri-cricket, I love to hear you sing,
Cri-cri-cri-cri-cricket, just rub your little wings.
When it’s night you make sweet sounds,
then for food you jump around,
Cri-cri-cri-cri-cricket, I love to hear you sing.

REPEAT
THE MOSQUITO

Zzz – zt! (clap) Zzz – zt! (clap)
Zzz - - - zt! (clap, clap)
Zzz – zt! (clap) Zzz – zt! (clap)
Zzz - - - zt! (clap, clap)

The mosquito bites and it bothers me
‘Cause it itch, itch, itches all the night. (scratch, scratch)
He’s a tiny bug but he bothers me
‘Cause I scratch, scratch, scratch his little bite. (scratch, scratch)

Zzz – zt! (clap) Zzz – zt! (clap)
Zzz - - - zt! (clap, clap)
Zzz – zt! (clap) Zzz – zt! (clap)
Zzz - - - zt! (clap, clap) GOTCHA!

THE LITTLE CATERPILLAR

The little caterpillar inched his way across the branch,
Nibbling leaves along the way,
He looked up in the sky and saw a pretty butterfly,
And he knew that he would fly some day.

The little caterpillar formed a cozy little shell,
Then curled up with a sleepy sigh.
He dreamed sweet dreams of butterflies
and knew that someday soon
He’d be flying high up in the sky.

BUTTERFLY

Flitting and flying among the flowers,
Beautiful butterfly,
Drinking sweet nectar for hours and hours,
Beautiful butterfly.

CHORUS
Fly away, butterfly,
Wish you’d stay, butterfly,
But I know, butterfly,
You must go, butterfly.

REPEAT VERSE AND CHORUS
**FIREFLIES**
(Tune: Dry Bones)

The little flashing lights at night are fireflies,
The little flashing lights at night are fireflies,
The little flashing lights at night are fireflies
In the air and on the ground.

The males fly in the air and flash a signal,
The males fly in the air and flash a signal,
The males fly in the air and flash a signal,
And the females on the ground flash back.

REPEAT FIRST VERSE

**OH, I LOVE TO LOOK AT BUGS**
(Tune: Did You Ever See A Lassie)

Oh, I love to look at bugs, bugs, bugs,
Oh, I love to look at bugs, colorful bugs.
There are ladybugs and flies
   and grasshoppers and spiders
And honeybees and ants
   and mosquitos and caterpillars
And butterflies and fireflies,
Oh, I love to look at bugs, colorful bugs.

REPEAT LAST FOUR PHRASES

**BUGS, BUGS (REPRISE)**
(Same as first song)